Biden, OSHA Stick It to Americans with Oppressive ‘Vaccine’ Mandates
WOODLAND PARK, CO, November 5, 2021 – Following through on Joe Biden’s threat, the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration recently released its coercive rules mandating
experimental COVID-19 ‘vaccines’ for American workers. Beginning Jan. 4, employers with
more than 100 workers will be heavily fined if they do not force all of their employees to have
the injection. Workers who refuse to subject their bodies to experimental treatments will also be
required to wear masks and submit to weekly testing.
The new edict from OSHA will cover approximately 84 million workers nationwide, not counting
similar rules by other agencies governing healthcare workers, government employees, and
contractors. If the edict is allowed to stand, countless Americans will have to choose between
losing their jobs and accepting a foreign substance into their body.
The vaccine mandate applies regardless of whether the worker is at risk for contracting COVID.
In fact, the agency material on the new regulation specifically states that workers who have
already had COVID must still be vaccinated, even if they have natural immunity to the disease.
Opponents of the mandate believe the agency has no authority to make such a sweeping
declaration. OSHA was created to regulate workplace hazards, not healthcare. The Biden
administration attempts to justify the unprecedented intrusion into personal freedom by the fact
that COVID can be contracted at work. Under that reasoning, critics say, OSHA could regulate
any contagious disease, and Congress never intended to give that level of power to that
agency.
The Centers for Disease Control maintains a website where adverse reactions to vaccines can
be self-reported, called VAERS. Civil liberty attorneys at Liberty Counsel monitoring VAERS are
sounding the alarm. They report as follows:
As of Oct. 22, 2021, VAERS reported 17,619 deaths, 86,542 hospitalizations, 94,163
urgent care visits, 32,305 severe allergic reactions, 10,956 cases of
myocarditis/pericarditis and 27,277 permanent disabilities resulting from COVID-19
‘vaccinations.’
According to Liberty Counsel, reported adverse reactions to the experimental COVID vaccines
now equal the total combined number of adverse reactions to all other vaccines reported on
VAERS in the entire 30-year history of the database.
Untold thousands of Americans are also refusing the injections due to religious and moral
convictions, especially those stemming from the fact that the vaccines were developed with
research that exploited cells derived from aborted human babies.

The new regulation brazenly drafts private businesses to become the enforcement mechanism
of the federal government. Incredibly, employers reportedly face fines of up to $14,000 for every
violation.
The Biden administration apparently could not care less about the will of the public. Biden's
unconstitutional mandate was issued only two days after voters in Virginia, New Jersey, and
other cities across America rejected progressive candidates in shocking upsets. Many see the
mandate as yet another example of leftist disregard for personal liberty.
In addition to the Biden’s administration’s indifference to the alarming evidence of serious
widespread adverse effects from the vaccines, many question why the mandate is necessary at
all given the fact that COVID has a 99 percent survival rate among the general public. What’s
more, research demonstrates that the so-called vaccines have limited effectiveness in
preventing infection and are relatively short lived.
According to Richard Harris, executive director of Truth & Liberty Coalition, “The progressive
assault on freedom in this nation has hit a terrifying new low. Experimental injection in the
bodies of unwilling “patients” sounds more like Nazi Germany that the United States of America.
The usurpation of private businesses to become instruments of government coercion should
shock us all. Americans must rise up now and refuse to comply. We must draw a line in the
sand and defend our freedoms. A government that is powerful enough to force innocent people
to receive a dangerous, experimental injection is powerful enough to take away all our rights.”
Truth & Liberty encourages Americans to oppose oppressive mandates by contacting their U.S.
representatives, senators, and OSHA.
Liberty Counsel, First Liberty, and Alliance Defending Freedom are also offering legal help for
those who are standing against mandates.
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